
  

STATE FIRE PREVENTION COMMISSION 

MINUTES 

June 19, 2018 

 
 Members Present:   Charles D. Davis, Chairman  

Joseph L. Scheffey, Vice Chairman  
Mark A. Bilger 
K.C. Harrington  
Edward Tochterman, Jr. 
Stacy Welch 
 

Members Absent:   Mark F. Hubbard  
 

 Chairman Davis called the meeting to order at the Rowland E. Powell Convention Center in Ocean 
City at which the Maryland State Firemen's Association's annual convention was being held. 
 

FIRE MARSHAL REPORT 

 
 Fire Marshal Brian Geraci reported that several Office of the State Fire Marshal (OSFM) employees 
have retired recently:  Deputy State Fire Marshal (DSFM) Steve Hatchett, Bomb Squad; Fire Safety 
Inspector (FSI) Terry Gearhart, Western Region; and DSFM Thomas Harr, Lower Eastern Shore.  
Additionally FSI Edward Gotthardt, Western Region, resigned to take a position as an inspector for 
Montgomery County.  FSI Gotthardt previously worked for the National Institutes of Health in Montgomery 
County.   Arrangements are being made to fill these positions as well as some others.  Discussions are 
also taking place on changing orientation and hiring practices.   DSFM Derek Chapman has been 
promoted to Deputy Chief State Fire Marshal for the Northeast Region. 
 
 Fire fatalities stand at 36 for the year, compared to 38 last year. 
 
 DSFM Dexter Hodges, Upper Eastern Shore, who this year was named Fire Investigator of the 
Year as reported at the last meeting, recently traveled to Frisco, Texas to receive the award from the 
International Association of Arson Investigators. 
 

National Home Fire Sprinkler Day was May 19
th
.    Fire Marshal Geraci, U.S. Fire Administrator 

Keith Bryant, NFPA President Jim Pauley, Prince George's County Fire Chief Ben Barksdale, and 
members of the Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition participated in a media event at the Maryland Fire and 
Rescue Institute (MFRI), College Park to speak about home fire sprinklers.  There was also a live side-by-
side burn demonstration.  The event was streamed to over 2,000 viewers.  Unfortunately there was little 
media attention that day due to flooding and severe weather. 

 
Several memorial services took place in May and June for DCFM Sander Cohen.  DCFM Cohen's 

parents and many OSFM personnel attended various events.   An OSFM Line of Duty Memorial was 
dedicated at Maryland State Police Headquarters.   Photos  were included in Fire Marshal Geraci's printed 
report.  The last memorial will take place in Emmitsburg in October. 

 
The Arson and Explosive Group of the Baltimore ATF conducted three days of training for 

Maryland fire and explosives investigators.  The training took place in Baltimore City and at the ATF Fire 
Research Lab in Beltsville.   Topics included fire dynamics, arson detection canines, evidence preservation 
and case studies. 
 
 The OSFM Underwater Hazardous Devices Team and two members responded with its boat to the 
flood in Ellicott City to search the Patapsco River bank for the missing national guardsman.   This was the 
first request of this kind for the team.  Units from Prince George's, Washington, and Frederick Counties 
also assisted.  Search efforts had to be suspended due to water levels and turbulent speeds.   
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 Fire Marshal Geraci attended the recent NFPA conference which went very well.  A lot of people 
from other states commended Maryland for its efforts with residential sprinklers and the 10-year long-life 
smoke alarm law.  They were interested in how this was accomplished. 
 
 As a follow-up to discussions in February regarding the formation of a science advisory workgroup, 
a meeting is scheduled on July 10

th
 in Annapolis.  Assistant Attorney General Susan Baron will attend to 

represent the Commission in a legal capacity.  Dr. Milke with the University was invited to attend but is 
unable to do so.  Dr. Beyler was not invited as this will be a Maryland fire investigators group only.  It is not 
an open meeting. 
 
 There were no significant cuts to the OSFM budget for Fiscal Year 2019.  Three-quarter ton pickup 
trucks will be purchased for regional explosive technicians.   Similar vehicles are on display at the 
convention. 
 

COMAR 29.06.01 PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
 
 Chief Fire Protection Engineer (CFPE) Ken Bush reported on proposed amendments to the State 
Fire Prevention Code, COMAR 29.06.01.    An extensive review of the 2018 NFPA 1 Fire Code and NFPA 
101 Life Safety Code was conducted by a committee of approximately 35 fire and building code officials.   
With the incorporation of NFPA 1 and NFPA 101 into the State Fire Prevention Code, other NFPA codes 
referenced in these codes are also effectively adopted.   In order to proceed, the Commission has to vote 
on the committee's recommendations.     
 
 CFPE Bush reported on a needed correction to the distributed draft pertaining to proposed 

amendment 29.06.01.07AA.   The phrase "Two releasing operations shall be permitted for existing 
hardware on a door leaf" should read  "Two releasing operations shall be permitted for hardware on 
an existing door leaf" for better clarity.   This amendment will permit one additional locking device to 
be installed on existing classroom doors where the old hardware may not serve the desired level of 
security.   There are some restrictions as part of the amendment regarding height of hardware, no 
simultaneous operations required for the release of both devices, and the devices having to be readily 
discernable as being locked.    The committee felt allowing an additional device is better than some of 
the makeshift arrangements that are currently being used in some schools.   This has been a 
statewide as well as a national concern with the NFPA membership itself debating whether to allow a 
second device.   Ultimately NFPA voted to only permit one device.   Newly constructed schools will 
only be allowed one device on doors because the door manufacturers have developed single devices 
that provide acceptable security.   It is existing doors in older schools that present security concerns 
that the committee wanted to address. 
 
 In proposed amendment 29.06.01.08T dealing with the frequency of inspections, the 
committee decided it was not a good idea to require specific frequencies based on occupancy risk 
classifications so it is recommended these various sections of NFPA 1 be deleted. 
 
 Proposed amendment 29.06.01.08NN gives authority to require removal of any nonfunctional 
fire safety equipment, effectively prohibiting antique or decorative devices to be displayed which may 
give the appearance they are functional. 
 
 Existing amendment 29.06.01.08KK is being deleted to eliminate the reference to Section 903 
of the International Building Code (IBC).    This has been in the State Fire Code for several cycles and 
at the recommendation of Fire Marshal Geraci the committee agreed it could be deleted.  Provisions 
for sprinklers in NFPA 1 are now at levels to provide sufficient safety in buildings.    Deleting this 
amendment eliminates confusion with the building code.   Requirements for sprinklers in the IBC can 
be enforced by the building code authorities. 
 
 Existing amendment 29.06.01.08ZZ is being deleted to eliminate certain separation requirements 
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of laboratory spaces from other areas of the building.   This was originally adopted at the behest of a local 
authority but has not provided the desired results.  Separation requirements will revert back to those in  
NFPA 45 Standard on Fire Protection for Laboratories Using Chemicals.  
 
 NFPA 1 has added new sections for the storage of hogged materials (such as mulch), so several 
Maryland amendments are no longer needed. 
 

 Proposed amendment 29.06.01.08III adds some requirements for mobile cooking 
operations.   The amendment basically takes suggested material out of the NFPA Annex and mandates 
requirements for the installation of gas appliances and the identification of  vehicles by tag number, VIN 
number, and signed statements as to who installed the piping for the appliances.  This will make it much 
easier for field inspectors to identify properly installed equipment in the specific vehicles as they travel 
throughout the various jurisdictions in the state.   NFPA 1 also added several new requirements for mobile 
cooking operations which the committee felt should be retained. 
 
 Regarding amendments in 29.06.01.09 dealing with fireworks and explosives, several were deleted 
as obsolete or because they are included in the  2017 edition of NFPA 1124 Code for the Manufacture, 
Transportation, and Storage of Fireworks and Pyrotechnic Articles.  However, NFPA 1124 does not 
address the sale, handling or storage of consumer-based fireworks.   Some consumer-based fireworks are 
legal in Maryland so the numerous requirements adopted from Chapter 65 of NFPA 1, 2012 edition will be 
retained under proposed amendment 29.06.01.09F.  NFPA 1, Section 65.10 is basically material extracted 
from NFPA 1124, 2006 edition. 
 
 After discussions with the State Fire Marshal's Bomb Squad as well as the Maryland Explosive 
Advisory Council, several amendments in 29.06.01.10 dealing with blasting operations were deleted as 
obsolete or because they are included in the 2013 edition of NFPA 495 Explosive Materials Code. 
 

NFPA 1 has a new Chapter 38 "Marijuana Growing, Processing, or Extraction Facilities".  The 
committee did not make any amendments because it was felt it is best to adhere to the national standard 
since there has not been enough experience dealing with these facilities in Maryland.    Although it had not 
yet been officially adopted in Maryland, some jurisdictions with these facilities had begun using these 
requirements. 
 
 Arrangements have been made for several training seminars to be held at MFRI College Park in 
October.  There will be three one-day seminars and one two-day seminar.  Secretary Ritchie will be 
handling the registration. 
 
 Motion by Commissioner Tochterman, second by Vice Chairman Scheffey, and unanimously 
approved to accept the Code Update Committee's recommendations and move forward with the adoption 
process.  CFPE Bush stated the proposed amendments will now be forwarded to the Maryland State 
Police for approval and review by the Joint Committee on Administrative, Executive, and Legislative 
Review Committee (AELR) before it can be published for public comment and public hearing. 
 
 A copy of the corrected proposal is attached for the record. 
 

OTHER BUSINESS 

 
 CFPE Bush reported he attended a recent NFPA meeting.  He also is approached about 
Maryland's success and he recommends other states form a strong partnership with the fire service to help 
get regulations and laws dealing with fire and life safety passed.   At a technical session, there were two 
challenges to remove sprinkler protection from exterior spaces and interior alcoves in single-family 
dwellings but they were defeated.    In response to inquiries from some Commissioners, both CFPE Bush 
and Fire Marshal Geraci feel there is more of an effort in several local jurisdictions and states throughout 
the country to require residential sprinklers.  The City of Las Vegas is the most recent to adopt 
requirements.   There was some interesting debate at the NFPA meeting on firefighter training to include 
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fire prevention in Level 1 introductory fire training.  That is moving forward. 
 
 CFPE Bush reported at committee hearings of  the International Code Council the tall wood 
building construction proposal moved forward almost unanimously.   It will go to public hearing session in 
Richmond, Virginia, in September.   There is an effort to coordinate requirements in the building code with 
construction restrictions in the Life Safety Code. 
 
 Vice Chairman Scheffey reported on the progress of the high-rise task force, which meets about 

every six weeks. Joe Felton, Manager of Fire Prevention, Montgomery County Department of 
Permitting Services, recently joined the group.  He provided some good comments and the committee 
tasked him to look at some items.  The task force is looking at alternatives to 100% retroactive sprinklers 
and will be discussing some of those ideas in further detail.   The task force discussed the rationale for 
identifying and designating existing non-sprinklered high-rise buildings as an inimical hazard.   Information 
related to this is embodied in the draft position paper that the Commission discussed last year as well as in 
Vice Chairman Scheffey's response thereto.    Vice Chairman Scheffey requested the draft position paper 
and his comments be included in the minutes for public record.  He contacted legal counsel who had no 
objection to including these documents in the minutes since the matter is being discussed in open 
meetings.    It was noted that at the April meeting the Commission voted 4 to 1 to declare unsprinklered 
residential high-rise buildings an inimical hazard.  Another task force meeting is scheduled in July.  Fire 
Marshal Geraci stated a residential mist demonstration, based on an international model, is scheduled for 
June 27 at 1:00 p.m. at MFRI College Park.     
  
 Regarding the upcoming appeal for the Maryland School for the Deaf and a report on record from 
Jensen Hughes Associates, Vice Chairman Scheffey disclosed he is mostly retired from Jensen Hughes 
but there is still an association.   Also, in an email he sent, he raised an administrative question regarding 
engineering licensure as it relates to the appeal.  After consulting with legal counsel, Vice Chairman 
Scheffey requested he be recused from the appeal and that the Commission not consider any of his 
contemporaneous comments in his email.  A formal motion was made to do so by Vice Chairman Scheffey, 
seconded, and unanimously carried.   

 
Commissioner Tochterman, along with Commissioner Welch  thanked CFPE Bush and Secretary 

Ritchie for their excellent work regarding the code update committee review and proposed amendments.  
Compliments were extended to Commissioners Tochterman and Welch for their service on the committee. 

 
Commissioner Tochterman reported he was coordinating with Secretary Ritchie to complete a full 

library of codes that have been adopted by the Commission since its creation in 1964.   Secretary Ritchie 
advised she has the full library with the exception of the 1988 BOCA Fire Prevention Code.    
Commissioner Tochterman provided her with an embossing stamp to emboss each book to be retained as 
the Commission's official library which currently is located in Secretary Ritchie's Hagerstown Office.  Fire 
Marshal Geraci thanked Commissioner Tochterman for the embosser and the books he personally 
donated from his collection.   

 
Motion to approve the minutes of the April 26, 2018, meeting.  Seconded, and unanimously carried. 

 

CHAIRMAN REPORT  

  
Commissioner Harrington's term will expire June 30, 2018.   With the recusal of Vice Chairman 

Scheffey from the appeal and with the several vacancies, Chairman Davis noted there must be five 
commission members presents to have a quorum at the next meeting and appeal hearing.   Commissioner 
Harrington agreed to continue to serve until replaced.  Chairman Davis thanked him for his service and 
dedication. 

 
Chairman Davis spoke to applicant Doug Alexander today regarding his appointment to the 

Commission.  All required paperwork has been submitted to the Governor's Appointments Office and Mr. 
Alexander is waiting on a response. 
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Chairman Davis reported that Commissioner Bilger has moved and will need to contact the 

Governor's Appointments Office regarding his representation.   Secretary Ritchie will work with the office 
regarding membership representation for existing and any incoming new members.   

 
Chairman Davis reported he has not gotten a response from the Governor's Office regarding 

funding for the Mid-Atlantic Life Safety Conference.  This year's conference is scheduled for September 
25

th
. 

 

MEETING SCHEDULED    
 
 The next meeting has been scheduled for   
 Thursday August 16, 2018 – 9:30 a.m. 
 Laurel Municipal Building, Council Chambers 
 8103 Sandy Spring Road 
 Laurel, Prince George's County  

 
 Fire Marshal Geraci reported he will be unable to attend the August meeting since he will be 
traveling for the National Association of State Fire Marshals Conference in Park City, Utah. 

 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.     

 
Respectfully submitted, 
(as summarized from transcript provided by Hunt Reporting), 

    
       

       
 
Heidi Ritchie, Secretary 
 

Attachments: 
State Fire Prevention Code Proposed Amendments 
Draft High-Rise Position Paper 
Vice Chairman Scheffey's High-Rise Comments 
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